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Profession Related Questions
Question: Should we also get advice from professional liability insurance providers as well?
Answered on 4/27/20: Yes, each malpractice insurer (and each policy) might be different. Please
consult your insurance company. For AAC, Marilyn Allen briefly discusses this at the
CSOMA/ASA/NCCAOM/LhasaOMS Town Hall. For CM&F insurance, their partner carrier,
MedPro Group, has information on their COVID page.
Question: Can I practice now as a licensed acupuncturist in California now?
Answered on 04/27/20: Sorry, this question is not clear - are you asking if out of state
practitioners are able to practice in California? Please email TownHall@thenccaom.org for more
specifics.
Question: If we encounter a patient who we suspect needs testing, is there any way we can send them
to get testing directly?
Answered on 04/27/20: Depending on your location, we ask that you contact your local and state
health departments to find testing locations near you.
Question: Any policy activity towards having TCM herbal formulas considered more mainstream to help
patients affected by COVID-19?
Answered on 04/27/20: We currently published data for clinical trials for TCM herbal formulas.
We are watching for large scale studies. Political action would not be possible without good
research.
Question: What are your thoughts on "Curbside acupuncture" a suggestion that Acupuncture Today
wrote an article on?
Answered on 04/27/20: Depending on your state, acupuncturists may be able to provide
auricular therapy with proper PPEs and cleaning procedures.
Question: What are the treatment protocols you recommend when we return to work?
Answered on 05/03/20: The safety and reopening regulations may vary state by state. It is
recommended to check in with you state authorities and CDC regulations for specific guidelines.
Please join us for our May 6th Town Hall for more information for Return to Work protocols.
General guidelines for phase 1 include:
● Clear communication with patients and staff re: safety protocols for the office
● Patients should have no Covid19-like symptoms, and temperature is taken
● Stagger patients to leave time for disinfecting the rooms
● PPE is worn by practitioners and patients
● Wearing scrubs and/or lab coat is recommended
For the official CMS statement see go here
CCAOM has also shared recommended procedures here
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Question: Chiropractors have been recognized by Medicare. Can we join with a chiropractor to treat
patients with low back pain or can chiropractors who are LAc’s bill for acupuncture?
Answered on May 3, 2020: Physicians, Physician’s Assistants, nurse practitioners, and auxiliary
personnel may give acupuncture treatments if they have a Master’s Degree from an ACAOM
accredited school or if acupuncture is within their scope according to state law. Auxiliary
personnel (which includes LAc’s and/or Chiropractors) must be working under a physician. ASA
Insurance Committee will be sending out an FAQ in the coming weeks regarding the CMS
decision.
Question: If you are to open before the state’s re-opening date and your state says LAc’s are nonessential, do you lose your license? Is there a law for that? Or as long as you have PPE and safety
guideline practices in place, can you work?
Answered on May 3, 2020: These specific regulations will change state by state. Some states
are fining businesses if they remain open and were on the non-essential list. Please contact your
state regulatory board or Department of Health for more information.
Question: Will you be providing re-opening guidelines re: creating/maintaining safe, sanitary clinic
environment once we re-open?
Answered on May 3, 2020: The ASA NCCAOM Town Halls will feature Valerie Hobbs and Steve
Shomo to discuss the CCAOM Clinic Advisory for return to work.
Question: As we slowly move into working again, how will we work with precautions and touching and
physical distances, or working on clients’ backs? Are nitrile gloves sufficient protection to touch clients?
Or are there different kinds of personal protection that we will have to use?
Answered May 3, 2020: Please join us for the ASA NCCAOM Town Hall on May 6th when
Valerie Hobbs and Steve Shomo will be speaking of the Clinical Advisory of Return to Work. The
CDC has some guidelines for getting your clinic ready that can be found here. OSHA guidelines
can be found here. A summary for guidance changes can be found here. CCAOM has also
shared recommended procedures here.
Question: What info do we have about whether our malpractice and liability insurance covers us in the
event that a patient sues us for contracting COVID19 in our offices?
Answered May 3, 2020: Please consult your malpractice insurance carrier. We will be hosting
an ASA NCCAOM Town Hall on this subject. ASA reminds practitioners to be cautious of
negligence. General information for AAC, can be found on their webinars, as well as the CSOMA
Town Hall. CM&F’s partner carrier, MedPro has information listed here.
Question: Can an Acupuncturist say that he or she is treating the COVID-19 symptoms?
Answered May 3, 2020: No. In the United States, acupuncture laws vary from state to state.
Diagnosis by acupuncturists in these statutes indicates that we are limited to “acupuncture and
Oriental/East Asian medicine diagnoses.” As COVID-19 is not a traditional acupuncture
diagnosis, acupuncturists are not allowed to “treat the diagnosis of COVID-19.” In a similar
fashion, acupuncturists do not diagnose “the flu.” Acupuncturists are allowed to treat symptoms,
and the collection of symptoms, as we construct our differential diagnosis based on the theories
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of acupuncture & East Asian medicine. Best practice would be to list out the symptoms you treat
and do not refer to the COVID-19 disease.
Question: It has been hard to determine how careful I have to be with my language about treatment and
support for patients. We can’t say we are treating COVID-19? Can we talk about COVID-19 at all to
patients or in our online education?
Answered on May 3, 2020: Licensed acupuncturists cannot say they are treating the Western
diagnosis of COVID-19. There is not enough evidence to support this claim. You can talk to your
patients about COVID-19 in accordance with your level of evidence-based knowledge and in the
language of your differential diagnosis per your state law, but you cannot claim to treat the
disease itself. The FDA has sent out warnings to companies that are making such claims.
Question: What is the actual risk level of treating patients with no symptoms, and even if they have
COVID-19, and are asymptomatic, and both practitioner and patient wear a mask, no one is coughing or
sneezing, hands and wrists are slathered with strong hand sanitizer before, during and after treatment?
This is for states where acupuncture is not currently prohibited and there is not a huge outbreak like NY,
for instance.
Answered on May 3, 2020: The specific risk level to a practitioner is difficult to discern because
research is still being done to clarify how contagious asymptomatic carriers are and because
COVID-19 testing is limited, we do not know how many people are asymptomatic carriers. Best
practices advise that we treat all patients and practitioners as silent carriers.
Question: If OSHA gives their seal of approval for your office operations, would you recommend
reopening for both essential and even non-essential treatments?
Answered on May 3, 2020: Only Governors and state officials have the legal authority to make
recommendations on what businesses should be open or not. When practitioners return to work,
we recommend that you follow the Clinical Advisory by the CCAOM. Please join us for our ASA
NCCAOM Town Hall on May 6th for more information.
Question: If you are NOT treating active COVID-19 patients, do you have to wear the same type of PPE
used in hospitals, ie plastic face shields or are the surgical face masks sufficient?
Answered on May 3, 2020: You can find the CDC guidelines here. Because COVID-19
transmission is through mucosal membranes, the most important protection is facemask. At this
time, when treating patients without respiratory symptoms, facemasks are required but face
shields are not. Please refer to the CCAOM Clinic Advisory document. In order to not spread the
disease from surfaces hands must be washed properly and surfaces disinfected between every
encounter. If patients have had COVID-19 they may still be shedding the virus making them still
contagious.
Question: What do you think of using washable cloth masks with the unwoven layer sewn in, in practice,
if both practitioner and client are masked.
Answered on May 3, 2020: You can find CDC guidelines here. General guidelines say that a
sewn mask is suitable for a patient but healthcare practitioners should wear surgical masks,
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reserving N95 masks for people on the frontlines. Please refer to the CCAOM Clinic Advisory
document.
Question: What kind of PPE do you recommend us adding besides masks? Not necessarily for COVID
patients but all our patients?
Answered on May 3, 2020: Due to the lack of testing for COVID-19 and the high level of
asymptomatic cases, it is difficult to assess who has the virus and who does not. Because of this
it is best to assume that any patient you see could have COVID-19. Please follow your state’s reopening guidelines and stay up to date with the CDC re-opening guidelines.
Question: Will the ASA or NCCAOM provide any written guidelines for private acupuncture clinics to use
when submitting their re-opening proposals to their state officials?
Answered on May 4, 2020: ASA recommends that acupuncturists follow the guidelines set forth
by the CCAOM. Please refer to the CCAOM Clinic Advisory document.
Question: Could there be any potential liability issues in treating patients in this environment?
Answered on May 3, 2020: Please check with your malpractice insurance provider. Additionally,
please adhere to your local and state rules regarding practicing in the COVID-19. ASA and
NCCAOM are watching for any government waivers/malpractice immunity. Your state Governor
and/or Department of Health should have these posted.
Question: What is the best way to promote ourselves in that holistic way? Where/whom shall we
contact?
Answered on May 3, 2020: A great place to start is your state acupuncture association(s).
Question: What about offering just NADA for all the stress and PTSC. As we have done already for
disaster relief. For doctors, nurses, etc.
Answered on May 3, 2020: Practitioners and patients should be treated as silent carriers. If your
state permits you to return to patients, please make sure you have adequate PPEs. In states
where practitioners are not allowed to return to work, auricular acupuncture is not recommended
as it is still within the 6’ physical distance. Acupuncturists Without Borders has some guidelines
around that. If this is something you would like to get involved with you can find more information
here.
Question: Are there any specific new protocols beyond CNT that will be put in place post-COVID-19?
Answered on May 3, 2020: Please refer to the CCAOM Clinic Advisory document.
Question: Could acupuncturists be covered/supported as we treat first responders for trauma?
Answered on May 4, 2020: Some state volunteer Medic teams have been mobilized to include
acupuncturists. In some cases, these volunteer positions are being covered from malpractice and
negligence. Please contact your state acupuncture association for more information.
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Question: I have heard from Kaiser stating they won’t pay for treatments until at least June 15th. What
can we do in this case if our state open us up, and or the patient is in a situation where they really need
the treatment or would end up in the hospital system?
Answered on May 3, 2020: State guidelines and CDC safety procedures should be followed.
You may open your business if the state allows and treat a patient following safety guidelines to
prevent the spread of infection. OSHA guidelines for reopening can be found here.
(Acupuncturists are considered medium risk due to time and proximity of patient treatments.)
Please contact your state acupuncture association for more information from their Insurance
Committee.
Question: Acupuncture is an essential service in my state. What is the best resource to understand
what kind of PPE and how to use it, and what sort of cleaning procedure?
Answered on May 3, 2020: Please refer to the CCAOM Clinic Advisory document. CDC
guidelines can be found here. OSHA guidelines can be found here.
Question: Has the CCAOM issued as guidelines as an addendum to the CNT manual?
Answered on May 3, 2020: Please refer to the CCAOM Clinic Advisory document. No updates
have been added to the CNT Manual at this time.
Question: My concern is that I can’t seem to find any disposable surgical masks to have on hand for
patients to wear when they come in for their appointment. I am planning on wearing a mask and
wondering if it would be appropriate to ask patients to wear their own mask until I can get my hands on
some. Please share if you know somewhere to buy them at a reasonable price.
Answered on May 3, 2020: According to CDC guidelines, patients should be wearing a mask
when they come in. A cloth mask is fine for patients and practitioners should be wearing a
surgical mask. PPE is becoming more available now and your acupuncture supply company
should begin to have them in stock. Acumarket, Lhasa Ohms, Acudepot all seem to have some
in stock now, just to name a few.
Question: I live in Colorado. Our “stay at home order” is lifted April 27 and change to “safer at home”
and am trying to determine when it is appropriate to re-open. Has DORA released any info yet?
Answered on May 3, 2020: It looks like new guidelines were sent out on April 27th and can be
found here. Please contact the Colorado Acupuncture Association for more information. Steve
Shomo and Valerie Hobbs presented a great lecture for the Colorado Acupuncture Association
that is available on your state association’s website.
Question: Does the NCCAOM or any state association or any attendees have published clinical best
practice guidelines, protocols and best practices to share?
Answered on May 3, 2020: CSOMA has recently sent out guidelines and they also reference
the CDC guidelines.
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Question: One speaker mentioned some evidence of successful use of TCM herbs in the treatment of
SARS. Does he know any evidence-based studies regarding that, or even just a lead on a proper
resource to learn more that ?
Answered on May 3, 2020: ASA is unclear to which speaker you are referring. However, you
may be referring to this study. The WHO has a COVID-19 related research database that can be
found here.
Question: Is it possible to purchase the N95 masks (as a national group in hope that we will be
recognized and able to access them for all acupuncturists and everyone’s safety?
Answered on May 3, 2020: Most acupuncturists can wear surgical masks. They will not need
N95 masks unless they are treating patients with COVID-19 symptoms in their office, which is not
advised. At the current time there is still a shortage of PPE so purchasing for future events is not
currently an option. Generally purchasing stockpiles of medical equipment for natural disasters
and emergencies is done through the government and not national professional associations.
Question: CMS guidance has been referenced here. Are there clinical scenarios that postponing
acupuncture would increase patient morbidity? Tier 2?
Answered on May 3, 2020: There is currently not enough research on this scenario.
Question: Do you know the regulations concerning offering telemedicine consultations to patients
outside your state of licensure?
Answered on May 3, 2020: Due to COVID-19, telehealth has been expanded across state lines
for healthcare providers. This varies from state to state, please check with your state and that
which your patient is located. Some telehealth information can be found here. Please be aware
this list is not specific to acupuncture. Telehealth services still must be covered by the individual’s
insurance plan and will vary according to the insurance provider. It is always good practice to call
the patient’s insurance company and verify benefits. If the patient is a cash patient then you may
want to check in with your state Department of Health to verify your license is valid in treating out
of state for telehealth appointments.
Question: Will providing telehealth sessions prohibit us from receiving unemployment benefits even if
what we make does not cover overhead costs?
Answered on May 3, 2020: Unemployment benefits can only be determined by your state
unemployment office. Generally, you would still qualify for unemployment but could get a
reduced amount. There should be forms you fill out that will allow you to clarify your financial
situation. Be prepared with financial documentation to show this.
Question: What kind of consent is needed to conduct group telemedicine sessions?
Answered on May 4, 2020: This may be determined by your state. Please contact your local
state acupuncture association for more information.
Question: Malpractice insurance providers have indicated that they will not cover issues related to
COVID-19. The disease will still be prevalent even after we are legally allowed to resume practicing.
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How do you advise navigating a clinical environment in which patients could be carriers for an illness
which is not covered by our malpractice insurance?
Answered on May 4, 2020: Please join us for our ASA NCCAOM Town Hall on the subject of
Malpractice insurance for more information.

NCCAOM Certification and Recertification
Note: The NCCAOM application for certification and recertification must be submitted through your
NCCAOM online portal. All Diplomates are required to report their continuing education for recertification
electronically in their NCCAOM online portal. Continuing education reporting instructions are available
here.

Certification
Question: Will the CNT for post-COVID 19 be addressed in future town halls?
Answered on 4/28/20: I am not sure if you are asking will the Council of Colleges of
Acupuncture and Oriental Medicine (CCAOM) incorporate pandemic information in the CNT
course in the future? If this is your question you will need to contact CCAOM at www.ccaom.org.
If you are asking will the NCCAOM continue to require the in-person CCAOM CNT course to
achieve certification, the answer is yes, the CNT course will remain a mandatory requirement for
National Board Certification.
Question: What are the options for new graduates who were not yet working before COVID and cannot
now find a position.?
Answered on 4/28/20: As in 2001 and 2008, when the United States economy slows it causes a
very difficult job market. We are all hopeful that once the states allow business to reopen the job
market will rebound. You will want to check if your school or state acupuncture association has a
job board where you can post your resume and/or look for open positions. We have seen
announcements that the Veterans Administration may be hiring. You might need to be flexible
about where in the United States the jobs are available and be willing to move.

Other Topics
Question: When will I receive my PDA points from attending the NCCAOM/ASA Town Hall?
Answered on 4/07/20: Certificates of completion for Town Hall meeting attendance will be
emailed within two weeks of the meeting date.
Question: What can we do locally to support NCCAOM?
Answered on 4/28/20: Use your Diplomate designation on your business cards and websites.
Support national certification standards by maintaining your certification through the recertification
process. Become involved in your state acupuncture associations to ensure grass roots support
of national certification standards for acupuncturists in your state.
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Question: Will we be able to get the antibody test to see if we had COVID 19 if we were not able to get
tested in February?
Answered on 4/28/2020: You will need to check with your local city or county department of
health COVID-19 center to find out the eligibility requirements for testing in your locale.
Question: Does NCCAOM have a position on Medicare inclusion for LAc's?
Answered on 4/28/20: NCCAOM and our advocacy team have been providing information to
CMS concerning NCCAOM's national standards that Diplomates must meet to become certified.
NCCAOM is working towards the inclusion of acupuncture in the Medicare system. Please go to
the NCCAOM Advocacy website page for January 2020 CMS information.
Question: Will the NCCAOM and CALE merge?
Answered on 4/28/20: The NCCAOM continues to engage with the California Acupuncture
Board (CAB) answering questions and providing information as needed. The NCCAOM has no
control of the licensure process in California. Requiring the NCCAOM examinations in CA is
under the state jurisdiction of the California Acupuncture Board. The California legislature must
have a champion to present a bill to vote in a change on how California acupuncturists are
licensed (e.g. to require the NCCAOM exams). We encourage you to contact them for further
information.
Question: What is NCCAOM doing to address the lack of willingness at the hospital level to
incorporate/integrate other forms of medicine during a pandemic when western meds are failing
miserably? This was our opportunity for all medicine to work together, and it seems bias has kept this
from happening. Even in of small scale in specific circumstances, why hasn't it happened and is
NCCAOM addressing this?
Answered on 4/28/20: No, the NCCAOM is not addressing this issue with hospitals. As Dr.
Majd stated during the webinar the hospitals cannot have individuals working professionally in
their hospital who do not already have hospital privileges. Also, each state sets standards as to
who is considered an essential health worker. Acupuncturists can treat some of the symptoms of
COVID-19 and can help individuals once the pandemic is in the past. Please see the ASA
guidelines for in-per treatments.

Advocacy / CARES Act
Unemployment
Question: What is your advice for those whose unemployment benefit have been denied? Some
practitioners in Texas have been denied.
Answered on 4/28/20 – M. Giammarco, MPP: The CARES Act encourages states to expand UI
to self-employed and sole proprietors, so check to see if your state offers Pandemic
Unemployment Assistance. The Paycheck Protection Program and Economic Injury Disaster
Loan are both available to small-business owners and self-employed individuals. Both are
through the Small Business Administration and are good options to consider for relief to your
business if your state denies you unemployment insurance.
04/22/2020 Town Hall Meeting
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Question: Where/how can we apply for unemployment- full or partial, while not being able to work? Is it
under the Cares ACT? What is the web site?
Answered on 4/28/20 – M. Giammarco, MPP: Apply for unemployment insurance through your
state. If you are eligible through your state's program, you will also receive $600/week from the
federal government. This $600 is in addition to what you receive from your state.
Question: I am not asking about a LOAN; but unemployment since we are not able to open our
practices? Where is the web site? Do we apply with the regular site in CA unemployment office site?
Answered on 4/28/20 – M. Giammarco, MPP: Apply for unemployment insurance through your
state. If you are eligible through your state's program, you will also receive $600/week from the
federal government. This $600 is in addition to what you receive from your state.
Question: I recently applied for unemployment. I am an employee and was just notified that I will be
receiving funds from small business loan thru my employer. Can I accept both? Also, as an employee,
are payments retroactive?
Answered on 4/28/20 – M. Giammarco, MPP: Each state's unemployment insurance eligibility
policy differs with regard to employment status -- some require recipients to be completely
unemployed. It sounds like you are still employed -- this may preclude you from receiving UI from
your state but check your state's specific policy.
Question: The town meeting two weeks ago I thought said that we could not apply for PPP & EIDL and
unemployment together is that correct? MAS is saying we can do the loans and unemployment together
and I was confused.
Answered on 4/28/20 – M. Giammarco, MPP: Each state's unemployment insurance eligibility
policy differs, so check on your state's eligibility requirements to determine eligibility criteria. We
are basing our guidance on the on the SBA's interim PPP rule:
https://www.sba.gov/sites/default/files/2020-04/Interim-Final-Rule-Additional-Eligibility-Criteriaand-Requirements-for-Certain-Pledges-of-Loans.pdf
Question: Can we receive unemployment before PPP funds come through?
Answered on 4/28/20 – M. Giammarco, MPP: This will depend on your state's UI criteria; some
state UI policies prohibit individuals from receiving both UI and PPP. Check with your lender for
specific rules on discontinuing UI when your PPP comes through -- or receiving both
simultaneously.
Question: If we are "allowed" to work, will we then no longer qualify for unemployment?
Answered on 4/28/20 – M. Giammarco, MPP: This will depend on your state's reopening plans
as well as your state's unemployment insurance policies. Many states still provide unemployment
insurance if you are partially employed due to COVID-19.
Question: Will we be able to continue to collect unemployment if we decide not to open even though
restrictions are lifted? I would not feel safe here in NYC.
Answered on 4/13/20 – M. Giammarco, MPP: Check New York's Pandemic Unemployment
Assistance program for specific guidance on receiving pandemic-related UI once the state
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reopens. This guidance is what you will need to determine continued eligibility:
https://dol.ny.gov/pandemic-unemployment-assistance.
Governor Cuomo issued a Pause executive order on all non-essential services until May 15. At
this time, acupuncturists are not deemed essential: https://www.governor.ny.gov/news/governorcuomo-issues-guidance-essential-services-under-new-york-state-pause-executive-order Look
for more guidance from your state on reopening plans and indicators healthcare providers can
use to determine how and when to reopen.
Question: If we end up getting UI & applied for PPP & accepted, can we get both? And the $600/week
Fed assistance?
Answered on 4/28/20 – M. Giammarco, MPP: This will depend on your state's UI criteria; some
state UI policies prohibit individuals from receiving both UI and PPP. I recommend checking with
your lender for specific rules on discontinuing UI when your PPP comes through or receiving both
simultaneously.
Question: Please talk about unemployment and contractors. States are not recognizing independent
contractors or self-employed. How do we get our state to recognize us to get the federal unemployment
money?
Answered on 4/28/20 – M. Giammarco, MPP: Eligibility for state unemployment insurance will
depend on your state policy. The CARES Act enables states to expand UI to independent
contractors and self-employed individuals through Pandemic Unemployment Insurance. Check
your state's pandemic-related UI policies for more information on your eligibility. If you are eligible
for unemployment through your state's UI or PUI criteria, you will then receive the $600
supplemental from the federal government. Here's a good resource to provide more information
about state PUI policy: https://www.dol.gov/coronavirus/unemployment-insurance
Question: As a designated PLLC can I file for unemployment?
Answered on 4/28/20 – M. Giammarco, MPP: Eligibility for state unemployment insurance will
depend on your state policy. The CARES Act enables states to expand UI to independent
contractors, self-employed individuals, and those with PLLCs through Pandemic Unemployment
Insurance. Check your state's pandemic-related UI policies for more information on your
eligibility. If you are eligible for unemployment through your state's UI or PUI criteria, you will then
receive the $600 supplemental from the federal government. Here is a good resource to provide
more information about state PUI policy: https://www.dol.gov/coronavirus/unemploymentinsurance
Question: Since I must stay home even after the shelter in place order has lifted due to schools closing
and needing to care for my children while remote learning, is it possible to receive unemployment and
then use the PPP loan once I am able to reopen my clinic full time?
Answered on 4/28/20 – M. Giammarco, MPP: Those who receive PPP funds would need to
submit payment documents to prove payroll maintenance. These would include payroll-processor
records, payroll tax filings, Form 1099-MISC. Sole proprietors could use income and expenses
sole proprietors or bank records to show PPP funds were used toward payroll. Work closely with
the bank you use to apply for the PPP to ensure you're properly documenting your use of PPP
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funds and that you're correctly calculating your payroll costs -- the PPP uses a specific formula
that your bank will apply. You may also want to consult your accountant you have proper
documentation methods.
Question: I just received my first unemployment check for $110. I am in Florida, so a screw up is
predictable. Do I contact the state or the FED about the missing $600?
Answered on 4/28/20 – M. Giammarco, MPP: Each state processes PUA and the $600 federal
component a little differently and Florida is offering three different types of UI. News coverage
indicates that Florida was delayed in distributing the $600 federal PUA component, so your case
may just be a delay. Regardless, it is a good idea to check with your state's program to ensure
that is indeed the case.
Question: If you hardly pay yourself since you are a very small business how can you prove payroll for
unemployment if you pay yourself only sometimes?
Answered on 4/28/20 – M. Giammarco, MPP: Your state will require specific tax-related
documents to determine that amount of PUA/UI you may receive. You may also want to consult
your accountant to determine the best relief strategy for your business.
Question: Unemployment: If we are an employee of our business (in IL specifically), can we file
federally and or state unemployment?
Answered on 4/28/20 – M. Giammarco, MPP: You file through your state.
Question: Are there any other ways to obtain funds that are not a loan that needs to be repaid?
Answered on 4/28/20 – M. Giammarco, MPP: If you use 75 percent of more of the PPP on
payroll, your PPP loan will be forgiven. The EIDL Advance is a one-time fund that does not need
to be repaid. It is currently being issued at $1k/employee. You can apply through the SBA:
https://www.sba.gov/funding-programs/loans/coronavirus-relief-options/economic-injury-disasterloan-emergency-advance

Federal Tax Benefit (Stimulus Funds)
Question: To clarify, if my business made over $99,000 in 2019 am I eligible for a stimulus check for
myself or my children?
Answered on 4/28/20 – M. Giammarco, MPP: The amount you receive from the CARES Act
stimulus check will depend on your individual adjusted gross income for either 2018 or 2019
(depending on when you filed your 2019 taxes). If you make $75k or less, you will receive the full
$1,200. You will receive $5 less for every $100 you make over $75k. If you made over $99k in
2018 (or 2019), you will not receive a stimulus check. You will receive $500/child under the age of
17, regardless of your adjusted gross income.
Question: Just saw an article about how stimulus checks are subject to garnishment by debt collectors.
Will that be fixed in the next stimulus bill?
Answered on 4/13/20 – M. Giammarco, MPP: While the CARES Act does not provide
garnishment protections, states are in discussion around protecting stimulus checks from
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garnishment. There is movement of garnishment protections at the state level. At this time, it is
too soon to predict if future federal COVID legislation would provide such protections.
Question: What is the max income that is allowed to get a stimulus check?
Answered on 4/28/20 – M. Giammarco, MPP: The maximum income for an individual is $99k;
the maximum income for the filed head of the household is $112,500.

Paycheck Protection Program (PPP)
Question: Where online can we obtain the PPP application?
Answered on 4/28/20 – M. Giammarco, MPP: Contact the bank/credit union where you have a
business relationship -- that is the first step in applying for a PPP loan (you can apply for EIDL
directly through the Small Business Administration website). If your lenders are not SBAauthorized, you can still apply for the PPP. The SBA provides a list of SBA-approved lenders
here: https://www.sba.gov/paycheckprotection/find
Question: Can we apply directly online ourselves or do we have to go through a bank? (PPP)
Answered on 4/28/20 – M. Giammarco, MPP: For PPP, you will need to go through a bank to
apply for the loan. It is best to start with a bank where you have an established business
relationship, but this is not required.
Question: I just opened 1 year ago (solo acupuncturist), does this affect in any way my request for
support and what would you recommend me to do?
Answered on 4/28/20 – M. Giammarco, MPP: It should not affect the relief that you receive.
Both the Paycheck Protection Program and the Economic Injury Disaster Loan are available for
sole proprietors. Check with your state unemployment insurance offerings as well. Your state may
also have expanded its unemployment insurance eligibility to include sole proprietors.
Question: What if I was in process of setting up practice when this hit? I have not seen any patients yet,
but have a clinic to work in? Can I apply for any financial support in this situation?
Answered on 4/28/20 – M. Giammarco, MPP: Depending on where you were in the process of
establishing your business, you should be eligible for the Paycheck Protection Program,
Economic Injury Disaster Loan, and possibly your state's unemployment insurance. The CARES
Act stipulates that small businesses and self-employed interrupted by COVID-19 are eligible for
relief, even if you had not officially begun working.
Question: Any suggestions on what to do if you do not have a banking relationship with one of the SBA
approved banks? All three of my credit unions have opted out of the PPP program. Is there another
option for me to apply if they are my only financial institutions? I cannot find a bank to take my
application.
Answered on 4/28/20 – M. Giammarco, MPP: It is recommended to first start with a lending
entity with which you have an established business relationship for expediency, but this is not
required to apply for PPP. If your lenders are not SBA-authorized, you can still apply for the PPP.
The SBA provides a list of SBA-approved lenders here:
https://www.sba.gov/paycheckprotection/find
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Question: Can you apply to multiple banks for the PPP?
Answered on 4/28/20 – M. Giammarco, MPP: Yes -- it's best to first start with the bank where
you have an established business relationship, but because each bank's bandwidth for
processing PPP loans are different, you may have better chances at another bank. The Small
Business Administration will process your first loan application that it receives and will discard any
subsequent applications from other banks, so there is strategy in applying for PPP through
several banks -- some will process applications faster than others.
Question: Is the PPP better or the EIDL for a one person LLC acupuncture business?
Answered on 4/28/20 – M. Giammarco, MPP: This will depend on how you intend to use these
funds. Keep in mind that you currently can apply to both the PPP and EIDL. The EIDL advance
will likely provide you a one-time $1000 forgivable payment. If you require more funds, you could
pursue a traditional EIDL loan of up to $2 million to use for general business expenses. The
traditional EIDL requires repayment (3.75-percent interest). You can receive PPP funds for
business expenses as well. These are forgivable if you use 75 percent of your loan toward payroll
(in your case, paying yourself). If you use more than 25 percent of PPP funds for non-payroll
expenses, you would be required to pay back the loan at 1-percent interest. Your accountant or
lender may also be able to help you assess the approach.
Question: Do you have advice as to whether the PPP is a good choice for a sole proprietor with no
payroll?
Answered on 4/28/20 – M. Giammarco, MPP: It will depend on how you intend to use the funds
(and how much you need). If you do not need funds for payroll (and don't plan to pay yourself as
part of payroll maintenance), you will be required to repay any funds you receive through the PPP
(1-percent interest). The EIDL advance will provide you a forgivable $1k. The traditional EIDL will
provide you up to $2million for any business expenses, but these funds require repayment (3.75
percent). You may benefit from discussing your options with your accountant to determine the
best approach for you. Keep in mind, that you may apply to both the PPP and EIDL, but current
policy requires you do use the funds for different purposes.
Question: Can we apply for PPP if I am just a contractor for a clinic?
Answered on 4/28/20 – M. Giammarco, MPP: Yes--contractors may apply for PPP. These
funds are forgivable if 75-percent is used for payroll (in your case, paying yourself).
Question: Where online can we obtain the PPP application?
Answered on 4/28/20 – M. Giammarco, MPP: Contact the bank/credit union where you have a
business relationship -- that is the first step in applying for a PPP loan (you can apply for EIDL
directly through the Small Business Administration website).
Question: If I am 68, and getting my social security benefit; AND still, Self Employed JOYFULLY
teaching & practicing ~ can I apply for PPP + Unemployment if getting social security dollars?
Answered on 4/28/20 – M. Giammarco, MPP: You are eligible to apply to PPP as a smallbusiness owner. Check with your state unemployment insurance policy to determine if you can
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apply to both PPP and unemployment. Each state has different eligibility criteria, so it is best to
first start with your state eligibility requirements.
Question: If you apply for a PPP loan or EIDL advance, you must use 75% for employee salaries. If you
are a solo practitioner, how do you prove that the money is going for 'your' salary so that you can have
the loan forgiven?
Answered on 4/28/20 – M. Giammarco, MPP: Just to clarify, you only need to use 75 percent
of PPP funds toward payroll to receive loan forgiveness. The EIDL does not stipulate this
requirement and unless you receive an EIDL advance, you will be required to repay a traditional
EIDL loan.
Question: PPP is forgivable if applied appropriately, correct?
Answered on 4/28/20 – M. Giammarco, MPP: The PPP is forgivable as long as a recipient
uses 75 percent of his/her PPP loan to maintain payroll.
Question: Have they modified the exclusion of businesses taking distributions via K1 vs w2? This would
be the situation with a start up?
Answered on 4/28/20 – M. Giammarco, MPP: The PPP interim guidance (link below) clarifies
that individuals treated as partners do not submit separate PPP loan applications as "eligible selfemployed individuals." Applications should report K-1 service partners' income as a payroll cost,
up to $100,000/year on a PPP loan application that a partnership files.
Question: Will the VA adopt the Medicare fee schedule if we are recognized by CMS?
Answered on 4/28/20 – M. Giammarco, MPP: If a Medicare rate is available, the VA
reimburses at the applicable Medicare rate. If a Medicare rate does not exist, the VA will
reimburse at the lesser of billed charges or the local VA Fee Schedule amount for the time period
the service was performed. The VA offers more guidance on its fee-structure protocol here:
https://www.va.gov/COMMUNITYCARE/revenue_ops/Fee_Schedule.asp
Question: If we practitioners were able to obtain PPP loans and our State governor lifted the stay at
home order allowing us to slowly reopen our practices, what are the consequences on the loan
repayment we received, since we will start having income by seeing patients again. Will we have to repay the loan even though our income will only be partial?
Answered on 4/28/20 – M. Giammarco, MPP: Consult with your lender on the guideline for
using PPP funds if/when you reopen your business, even if partially. Small businesses may still
use PPP funds if partially open and may still be eligible for forgiveness, depending on the
circumstances. In such cases, it is critical that you document your loan expenditures.
Question: My PPP money just arrived in the back account. We are not allowed to be open, so is the 8week clock for forgiveness running? I am collecting unemployment and need to stay on it as long as
possible.
Answered on 4/28/20 – M. Giammarco, MPP: Yes; the eight-week clock begins the day your
lender first dispenses loan funds into your account. The PPP is intended to maintain payrolls
even if business cannot fully operate. If you have laid off employees because of your business
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closure, you can still be eligible for PPP loan forgiveness if you rehire your employees by June 30
and use 75 percent of your PPP loan for payroll.
Question: Do you know, I have been approved for PPP, but now realize it might be better to apply for
the PUA. If I accept PPP, can I apply for PUA or UI at a later date? If so, how long would I have to wait? I
am just trying to figure out what the best financial short- and long-term support will be for me.
Answered on 4/28/20 – M. Giammarco, MPP: Check with your state's PUA/UI eligibility
policies. Some states preclude individuals from receiving both PPP and PUA/UI.
Question: If you will not get PPP grant can you re apply again?
Answered on 4/28/20 – M. Giammarco, MPP: It depends on the reason you did not receive a
PPP loan. If you learn that you were rejected because you are not eligible for a PPP loan, you
may be eligible for the SBA EIDL, which is geared toward small-business relief. It is always good
to consult your accountant as well when exploring relief options for your business.
Question: PPP loan: Is it available to people who do not have business bank accounts, but run their
business through a personal bank account? I have many Acupuncture friends who are sole props who
asked me to ask this question for tonight. Will it be refunded?
Answered on 4/28/20 – M. Giammarco, MPP: Check with the bank where you have your
personal account (and do business through that account). If that bank is an SBA-approved
lender, they may advise switching your personal account to a business account before applying
for the PPP to streamline the approval process. Your bank will be able to provide you more
guidance.
Question: I do not know any acupuncturists that have received PPP funding. It appears they are giving
funds to larger businesses w many employees versus a small SCorp w the owner as the employee (or
one of a couple). Because I do not believe an employee of their own business can file fed or state
unemployment, this leaves them with no financial support. No unemployment and no PPP.
Answered on 4/28/20 – M. Giammarco, MPP: The CARES Act expanded state unemployment
options through the Pandemic Unemployment Assistance program. Your state may have
expanded eligibility criteria so self-employed, small-businesses owners, sole proprietors, etc. If
you have not already, check to see if your state has expanded its unemployment criteria. The
PPP is available to all qualifying small businesses, as long as they have fewer than 500
employees. The program is very popular and quickly ran out of funds. Congress replenished
those funds last week, so the PPP is again available for small businesses. It is ideal to work with
your established bank to as soon as possible so you can apply for assistance, should you decide
to pursue this option. The EIDL is another fund that is available to small businesses. Learn more
about that fund here: https://www.sba.gov/funding-programs/loans/coronavirus-reliefoptions/economic-injury-disaster-loan-emergency-advance

Small Business Loans
Question: Is there funding for VERY small business, 20,000 annual or less?
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Answered on 4/28/20 – M. Giammarco, MPP: Yes -- these small business funds are meant for
small businesses of all sizes (fewer than 500 employees). The CARES extension set aside funds
meant for smaller businesses.

Economic Injury Disaster Loan Program (EIDL)
Question: With the EIDL Loan, can you apply and receive the first $10,000 (according to employees),
and not ask for any more money so as not to have to repay any money?
Answered on 4/28/20 – M. Giammarco, MPP: Yes; you can just apply for the EIDL advance.
Do note that because of demand, the EIDL advances will likely be less than $10k.
Question: How does the EIDL $1,000 per employee grant apply to sole proprietors?
Answered on 4/28/20 – M. Giammarco, MPP: Sole proprietors are eligible for EIDL funds -these funds are available to help businesses cover business costs during the COVID-19
emergency.
Question: If I am still in the queue for EIDL do I need to reapply if I applied previously but have not
received funds?
Answered on 4/28/20 – M. Giammarco, MPP: Yes -- the SBA temporarily stopped processing
EIDL when funds ran out. With the CARES extension signed into law, the SBA will begin
processing EIDL applications and will start with those in the queue.
Question: Have any of the guidelines for how I can use PPP or EIDL loan funds changed with the
newer allocation being passed, or do they remain the same as with the initial availability of funds. If I
applied during the initial CARES Act but did not receive any funds as of yet, will the guidelines of how I
can use the funds still be the same as described in the 1st round.
Answered on 4/28/20 – M. Giammarco, MPP: They remain the same, although due to demand,
the SBA reduced the EIDL advance amounts from $10k to $1k/employee. As you know, the PPP
is intended for payroll (to be forgiven). The EIDL is more general, but if you require more than the
$1k advance, you should be prepared to repay EIDL funds you receive outside of the $1k
advance. If you are also contemplating applying for unemployment insurance, check with your
state's UI policy -- some states prohibit individuals from receiving both UI and PPP. If you receive
any of these loans, carefully read the accompanying guidance.
Question: If someone receives both the PPP loan and the EIDL $10,000 advance, I understand they
cannot be used for the same expenses. However, could the 10k advance be used on payroll after the 8week window of PPP forgiveness? i.e. non-overlapping payrolls
Answered on 4/28/20 – M. Giammarco, MPP: The guidance issued so far is that a recipient
must use PPP and EIDL funds for different purposes. It may be best to consult your
accountant/counsel for options and strategies for maintaining payroll after the PPP's eight-week
period.
Question: EIDL 10kGrant: Is it true they have exhausted all funds? Will it be refunded? Is it even
possible for people who already applied receive funding still? Is it true that they are giving 1k related to
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each employee a business has so if you are a business w you as an owner and only employee you can
receive up to 1k?
Answered on 4/28/20 – M. Giammarco, MPP: They did exhaust all funds, but Congress passed
a funding extension that replenished the EIDL and the PPP. If you have already applied to the
EIDL, you do not need to reapply. It is likely that your application is being processed and due to
demand, this part of the process is delayed. Because of EIDL demand, the SBA issued guidance
stating that EIDL Advance recipients will receive $1k/employee rather than $10k. This may
change, but that is the latest issuance to date.

Medicare (CMS)
Question: The slide on Advocating for the Profession says: Acupuncturists are not required to enroll in
Medicare. I thought we would need to become enrolled Medicare providers, with a physician supervisor,
in order to participate in the Medicare coverage for CLBP program.
Answered on 4/28/20 – M. Giammarco, MPP: You do not need to enroll in Medicare to provide
services to Medicare beneficiaries incident to a supervising entity for CLBP. You would bill
through that supervising physician (who is enrolled in Medicare). If/when CMS recognizes
acupuncturists as Medicare providers, acupuncturists would then need to enroll in Medicare as
providers.
Question: Do you have to renew enrollment if you sign up for Medicare? Or will it be continuous unless
you opt out?
Answered on 4/28/20 – M. Giammarco, MPP: All enrolled CMS providers need to revalidate
their enrollment every five years. CMS does reserve the right to conduct off-cycle revalidations.
Question: Will we be notified TO enroll in Medicare program? I am not enrolled.
Answered on 4/28/20 – M. Giammarco, MPP: Find CMS provider enrollment applications here:
https://www.cms.gov/Medicare/Provider-Enrollment-andCertification/MedicareProviderSupEnroll/EnrollmentApplications
Question: When a patient has Medicare and secondary insurance, do we have to bill Medicare first? I
practice in California.
Answered on 4/28/20 – M. Giammarco, MPP: CMS requires providers to collect insurance
information from patients to determine billing protocol for those with secondary insurance. For
guidance on this protocol, use the CMS Questionnaire:
https://www.cms.gov/Medicare/Coordination-of-Benefits-andRecovery/ProviderServices/Downloads/CMS-Questionnaire.pdf
Question: Does Medicare supervision for acupuncture services by a physician include a chiropractor
because Medicare pays for chiropractic services to treat chronic low back pain?
Answered on 4/28/20 – M. Giammarco, MPP: Chiropractors are Medicare recognized only for
manual manipulation of the spine, if medically necessary to correct a subluxation. For
acupuncture, CMS deems chiropractors’ auxiliary personnel, so they too would require
supervision to furnish CLBP acupuncture services to Medicare beneficiaries.
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Question: Can we still bill the secondary insurance of a Medicare patient if we have opted out of
participating in Medicare?
Answered on 4/28/20 – M. Giammarco, MPP: This depends on the individual Medigap policy.
If acupuncturists are recognized Medicare practitioners and an acupuncturist opts out, he/she
could bill the patient directly regardless. Commercial health plan/third-party payer reimbursement
does not rely on Medicare policy, but they often follow.
Question: Just to be clear... LAcs in private practice are still NOT covered by Medicare? Only
acupuncturists that work for hospitals or doctors?
Answered on 4/28/20 – M. Giammarco, MPP: Licensed acupuncturists who received a
masters- or doctoral-level degree in acupuncture or Oriental Medicine from an ACAOMaccredited school are eligible to provide CLBP services to Medicare beneficiaries as long as they
do so under supervision of a Medicare-recognized physician,
physician assistant, or nurse practitioner/clinical nurse specialist.
Question: What medical professions are currently recognized by CMS as approved professions for
acupuncturists to work under for CMS coverage? MDs only? or also DOs? DCs?
Answered on 4/28/20 – M. Giammarco, MPP: Physicians may furnish acupuncture if they meet
their state requirements for doing so. Physicians assistants, nurse practitioners/clinical nurse
specialists may furnish acupuncture for CLBP for Medicare beneficiaries as long they meet
applicable state requirements, have a masters- or doctoral-level degree in acupuncture of
Oriental Medicine from an ACAOM-accredited school, and have a current, full, active and
unrestricted license to practice acupuncture in a U.S. state, territory, or commonwealth.
Question: Can you speak about the concern that Medicare rates will be used as a justification for
decreased reimbursement by other insurance companies?
Answered on 4/28/20 – M. Giammarco, MPP: CMS uses the Physician Fee Schedule to
determine reimbursement rates for Medicare providers. This schedule is updated each year and
is based on relative value units. Generally, Medicare rates can be used as a guidepost for
commercial health plans. Payment should be 30-50 percent more than Medicare rates. The low
valuation of the code set in terms of RVUs is a bigger issue.
Question: If not enrolled can an acupuncturist treat Medicare-aged patients who want to pay cash?
Answered on 4/28/20 – M. Giammarco, MPP: Acupuncturists who are nor enrolled in Medicare
may treat Medicare beneficiaries who pay in cash.
Question: What should I tell my congressman to support getting LAc's to become Medicare providers?
Is there any specific bill or effort I should focus on?
Answered on 4/28/20 – M. Giammarco, MPP: Efforts are underway to advance legislation that
would enable acupuncturists to become eligible Medicare providers, but at this time, no action is
required for grassroots efforts yet. Stay informed through the NCCAOM's and ASA's
communications on the CMS effort and developing legislation.
Question: Do you want to address Medicare reimbursement rates which are incredibly low?
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Answered on 4/28/20 – M. Giammarco, MPP: Medicare reimbursement rates are based on the
RVU's assigned to the CPT codes. RVUs that are very low can be corrected by requesting a
revaluation.
Question: Is there any guidance on sliding scale servicers transitioning to be able to provide to
Medicare patients?
Answered on 4/28/20 – M. Giammarco, MPP: We're happy to provide guidance, but require
more information from the individual to answer this question.
Question: Will Medicare provide a fee schedule for Acupuncture and the other modalities?
Answered on 4/28/20 – M. Giammarco, MPP: CMS will provide a fee schedule for CLBP
acupuncture services. CMS will make this schedule available through official communications.
Continue to check for updates from CMS here: https://www.medicare.gov/coverage/acupuncture
Question: Will the VA adopt the Medicare fee schedule if we are recognized by CMS?
Answered on 4/28/20 – M. Giammarco, MPP: If a Medicare rate is available, the VA
reimburses at the applicable Medicare rate. If a Medicare rate does not exist, the VA will
reimburse at the lesser of billed charges or the local VA Fee Schedule amount for the time period
the service was performed. The VA offers more guidance on its fee-structure protocol here:
https://www.va.gov/COMMUNITYCARE/revenue_ops/Fee_Schedule.asp
Question: Will CMS recognition impose more regulation or oversight from the Western medical
establishment?
Answered on 4/28/20 – M. Giammarco, MPP: CMS will require providers to meet, and abide
by, training, accreditation, and safety requirements as they pertain to the specific profession.
CMS will also require providers to adhere to specific protocol for billing, documentation, and
quality-reporting requirements. Learn more about CMS provider standards:
https://www.cms.gov/Medicare/Provider-Enrollment-andCertification/MedicareProviderSupEnroll/ProviderEnrollmentRegulation
Question: Why have recent acupuncture grads been protected by the CMS blanket waiver? It has
waived licensure/board regulations for nearly all healthcare providers aside from Acu/TCM? What is the
NCCAOM actively doing to represent?
Answered on 4/28/20 – M. Giammarco, MPP: There is nothing for CMS to waive as it relates to
acupuncturists. CMS only waives current policies under, and as it relates to, Medicare. CMS is
not waiving broad licensure policy - that is up to the states that have also waived some
requirements. Check FSMB.org for more information.
Question: Does Medicare coverage change state to state?
Answered on 4/28/20 – M. Giammarco, MPP: No; Medicare is a federally run program.
Question: Can ASA or NCCAOM provide a script with which to approach our congressional
representatives about CMS/Medicare recognition or other federal issues that will advance the
profession?
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Answered on 4/28/20 – M. Giammarco, MPP: Absolutely. We will reach out when a viable bill
to recognize acupuncturists as Medicare providers originates in the U.S. Congress.
Acupuncturists will play a critical role in this effort.
Question: How is Medicare paying for acupuncture?
Answered on 4/28/20 – M. Giammarco, MPP: Medicare will base payments of its physician fee
schedule. Look for more information and updates on acupuncture reimbursement here:
https://www.medicare.gov/coverage/acupuncture
Question: CMS recognition of acupuncturist, is the NCCAOM helping with the lobbing or will this be
done through the ASA?
Answered on 4/28/20 – M. Giammarco, MPP: The NCCAOM has retained federal lobbyist to
advance federal recognition of acupuncturists such as CMS recognition and the NCCAOM is
working with ASA on this initiative as well.
Question: When acupuncturists are covered by Medicare, what will happen if you are treating someone
for headache only, not for back pain can you get paid by patient for that service. You do not need to send
to Medicare for service on headache? Is that right?
Answered on 4/28/20 – M. Giammarco, MPP: Correct. Medicare will only cover acupuncture
services for CLBP. CMS will only reimburse the services it recognizes under law/regulations. You
would need to document and separate these services.
Question: If/when LAc s can be accepted as Medicare providers; will that require that the practitioner
bills Medicare for payment? Or will it be possible, for someone like me who chooses not to work with/bill
insurance, be able to be listed as a provider but have the client submit for reimbursement? (as they might
if processing their own insurance claim).
Answered on 4/28/20 – M. Giammarco, MPP: Once acupuncturists are recognized as
Medicare providers, acupuncturists will have the option to enroll as Medicare providers. If you
choose not to enroll in Medicare, you can accept direct payment from Medicare beneficiaries for
your services, but you must do this for every Medicare beneficiary. You cannot enroll in Medicare
and bill Medicare for some beneficiaries and take cash from other beneficiaries.

Personal Protection Equipment (PPE)
Question: PPE shortages are a serious problem for re-opening. Will increased production and
purchasing of PPE be addressed federally - and can acupuncturists lobby as a professional group to get
a cut of what is being distributed?
Answered on 4/28/20 – M. Giammarco, MPP: PPE supply shortages continues to evolve and
currently, states and individual providers are being asked to secure PPE. At this time, there is not
a federal effort to secure PPE for individual provider groups.
Question: Are NCCAOM and ASA advocating for securing PPE for acupuncturists to treat COVID-19
patients, as well as securing funding to study the effectiveness of acupuncture treatment on COVID-19 +
patients?
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Answered on 4/28/20 – M. Giammarco, MPP: It is recommended that acupuncturists follow
their state and local guidelines for practicing and/or reopening their practices to provide
acupuncture services. This guidance includes ensuring that acupuncturists have a steady supply
of adequate PPE. There is no evidence to indicate that acupuncture is an effective COVID-19
treatment and there is no recommendation to treat COVID-19 with acupuncture.
Question: Will there be any governmental help on getting out of leases without getting sued?
Answered on 4/28/20 – M. Giammarco, MPP: If you are leasing from a landlord with a federally
backed mortgage, you are protected from being evicted as well as being charged late fees,
penalties, or other charges for making late rent payments for 120 days from March 27, 2020. This
moratorium does not relieve tenants of their payment obligations. You may also want to talk about
your rent obligations during COVID-19 with your landlord. The U.S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development also provides tenants with rent-payment assistance options. Check the HUD
website to see learn more about these options: https://www.hud.gov/coronavirus

Student Loan Information
Question: Could you please provide more details about this option? (Title IV - student repayment loan
cancelled due to covid-19) What are the steps that need to be done? Once you withdraw, can you come
back and finish the program? Would you obligated to re-pay what you owed if you do that?"
Answered on 4/28/20 – M. Giammarco, MPP: The CAREs Act suspended student-loan
repayments (and associated interest) on federally back loans through September 30, 2020. If you
have one of these loans, you do not need to take any action. If you dropped out of your program
for which you received the loan, you should notify your lender and confirm your repayment
requirements.
Question: Will you address student loan debt?
Answered on 4/28/20 – M. Giammarco, MPP: The CAREs Act suspended student-loan
repayments (and associated interest) on federally back loans through September 30, 2020. If you
have one of these loans, you do not need to take any action. If you have a student loan through a
state or private lender, you should contact the lending source to confirm any COVID-19-related
modifications to your loan. Keep in mind that non-federal lenders are not required to modify or
suspend loan repayments.
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